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A dynamic collection of essays and reportage, The Green Season illustrates daily life in Costa

Rica, a tiny Central American nation dedicated to peace and teeming with tropical life. With his

trademark humor and observation, Robert Isenberg describes the people, culture, and

biodiversity that make Costa Rica so unique—from a centuries-old indigenous ceremony to a

remote jungle crisscrossed by crocodile-filled canals. Isenberg explores the country head-on,

fighting his way through San José traffic, mingling with venomous snakes, and even making a

cameo in an epic soccer film at the height of World Cup fever. Richly detailed and tenderly

written, The Green Season is one expat’s love letter to his adoptive homeland.
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SeasonCar Trouble Acknowledgments Author’s Note Most of the essays in this book first

appeared in The Tico Times, although some were included in other hospitable publications. I

have changed, rewritten, and embellished every piece to make it more readable in book form.

They are all works of nonfiction, but in some cases names have been changed. Events are

presented as truthfully as I am capable of recounting them.For many reasons, this is my

favorite kind of book to read—a collection of shorter writings, printed and distributed over the

course of months or years. According to legend, editor Phil Graham once called journalism “the

first draft of history,” but that history is often the author’s as much as the world’s. Such

collections behave like diaries, documenting what the journalist saw and heard over a period of

time. Readers are transported to exotic places and meet interesting people, but they do so

through the perspective of the writer, whose temperament changes daily. Each subject

demands a distinct style, approach, and word-count. Every chapter is different, and the reader

can skip around with impunity.Indeed, I hope that people read The Green Season the same

way they would eat a casado. As everyone in Costa Rica knows, casado means “married” but

refers to an ubiquitous lunch platter: There’s rice, beans, salad, plantains, and some kind of

meat. A freshly blended fruit drink is usually included, plus maybe a cup of coffee and a tiny

bowl of sherbet. This has become my favorite noontime meal, not just in Costa Rica, but

anywhere. Some things taste better than others, but as an ensemble the casado is more than

the sum of its flavors.Prologue Here’s what happens. I hail a taxi in the rain, rip open the door,

and dive into the back seat, folding my umbrella as I go. I’m careful not to slam the door,

because taxistas hate that.“San Rafael de Escazú,” I bellow in breathless Spanish. “There’s a

restaurant called La Cascada. My apartment is near there.”“Claro, con gusto,” says the driver,

and we bomb down the street, narrowly missing some skinny kids in hoodies as they trot

across the rain-spattered pavement. For some reason I don’t have to give any more directions,



because all the taxistas in San José know about La Cascada, the famous steakhouse that

every single Costa Rican describes as very good, and very expensive.“How’s your night

going?” I ask.“Slow,” says the cabbie. Then he adds, as an afterthought, “Pura vida.”A few

blocks later, as we skirt the tiered plaza of the National Museum, the cabbie asks, “Where are

you from?”“The United States. Pennsylvania.” Not exactly true, but I spent enough time in

Pittsburgh to claim I’m “from” there, and few Ticos have ever heard of Vermont.“How do you

like Costa Rica?”“I love it.”“How long are you visiting?”“I live here, actually.”“¿Al chile?” he

exclaims. For real?There’s a pause. The radio plays some Christian rock song in Spanish, and

drizzle spritzes through the cracked window, and the windshield is so fogged up that I can

barely see the battered sidewalks and gated cement buildings scrolling past at inadvisable

speeds. I’m very tipsy, but not drunk, because Costa Rican beers are laughably weak. I’m

feeling muy tranquilo, despite the rapidly ticking meter.Without fail, by the time we reach the

backstreets of Paseo Colón, where the neighborhood is lifeless and traffic lights mean nothing,

the cabbie asks: “How did you come to Costa Rica?”Good question.What do I tell this taxista?

This conversation happens again and again, and every driver is slightly different. Maybe he is

an old man, a fat man, a skinny soccer fanatic, a Panamanian with a mustache and mullet who

swears every other word. Maybe he ashes a cigarette out the window, or he touches a dangling

rosary at every intersection. Whoever he is—and it is always an hombre, never a mujer—I get

this question, and I have to think, How did I get here? Where do I start?Every Gringo has a

story, and que mae, most of our stories are long and convoluted. Maybe we fell in love with

some beach town. Maybe we came for a month of soul-searching and never left. A girlfriend

brought us, or a real estate deal. We work for an online gambling outfit, or we started a yoga

studio. We came here as students, some years ago, but we returned to really live, this time.

Maybe we married a Tico. Or we love to surf, dude. Or we’re running from the law. Or—it’s

upsettingly common—we just showed up, flipped through a Spanish phrasebook, and blew all

our money on booze, complaining to anyone who would listen about how hard it is to find a

job.You hear a lot of those stories. But none of those people are me. ¿Entonces, por qué?How

do I explain a random visit to a Mexican restaurant with my girlfriend Kylan? This place called

Gran Agave, back in Pittsburgh, where we lived for so many years. We went inside, where the

air was cool and a smiling host offered us a wooden booth. We sat by the window, perused the

menus, and talked excitedly over glasses of Coca-Cola. When we ordered, the waiter smiled

warmly, bowed his head, touched his heart, and disappeared to the kitchen.“I just love Latin

culture,” Kylan said. “It’s so warm and hospitable.”“I didn’t realize you liked it so much,” I

admitted. I knew that Kylan had spent some time in Cuba, where her Quaker private school

performed volunteer work. I also knew that she had once spoken conversational Spanish. But I

had never appreciated her passion for Latin America. She looked dreamy now, gazing at the

pastel-colored décor of Gran Agave. Even our free basket of tortilla chips and salsa tasted like

sunshine.
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appeared in The Tico Times, although some were included in other hospitable publications. I

have changed, rewritten, and embellished every piece to make it more readable in book form.

They are all works of nonfiction, but in some cases names have been changed. Events are

presented as truthfully as I am capable of recounting them.For many reasons, this is my
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course of months or years. According to legend, editor Phil Graham once called journalism “the

first draft of history,” but that history is often the author’s as much as the world’s. Such

collections behave like diaries, documenting what the journalist saw and heard over a period of

time. Readers are transported to exotic places and meet interesting people, but they do so

through the perspective of the writer, whose temperament changes daily. Each subject

demands a distinct style, approach, and word-count. Every chapter is different, and the reader

can skip around with impunity.Indeed, I hope that people read The Green Season the same

way they would eat a casado. As everyone in Costa Rica knows, casado means “married” but

refers to an ubiquitous lunch platter: There’s rice, beans, salad, plantains, and some kind of

meat. A freshly blended fruit drink is usually included, plus maybe a cup of coffee and a tiny

bowl of sherbet. This has become my favorite noontime meal, not just in Costa Rica, but

anywhere. Some things taste better than others, but as an ensemble the casado is more than

the sum of its flavors.Prologue Here’s what happens. I hail a taxi in the rain, rip open the door,

and dive into the back seat, folding my umbrella as I go. I’m careful not to slam the door,

because taxistas hate that.“San Rafael de Escazú,” I bellow in breathless Spanish. “There’s a

restaurant called La Cascada. My apartment is near there.”“Claro, con gusto,” says the driver,

and we bomb down the street, narrowly missing some skinny kids in hoodies as they trot

across the rain-spattered pavement. For some reason I don’t have to give any more directions,

because all the taxistas in San José know about La Cascada, the famous steakhouse that

every single Costa Rican describes as very good, and very expensive.“How’s your night

going?” I ask.“Slow,” says the cabbie. Then he adds, as an afterthought, “Pura vida.”A few

blocks later, as we skirt the tiered plaza of the National Museum, the cabbie asks, “Where are

you from?”“The United States. Pennsylvania.” Not exactly true, but I spent enough time in

Pittsburgh to claim I’m “from” there, and few Ticos have ever heard of Vermont.“How do you

like Costa Rica?”“I love it.”“How long are you visiting?”“I live here, actually.”“¿Al chile?” he

exclaims. For real?There’s a pause. The radio plays some Christian rock song in Spanish, and

drizzle spritzes through the cracked window, and the windshield is so fogged up that I can

barely see the battered sidewalks and gated cement buildings scrolling past at inadvisable

speeds. I’m very tipsy, but not drunk, because Costa Rican beers are laughably weak. I’m

feeling muy tranquilo, despite the rapidly ticking meter.Without fail, by the time we reach the

backstreets of Paseo Colón, where the neighborhood is lifeless and traffic lights mean nothing,

the cabbie asks: “How did you come to Costa Rica?”Good question.What do I tell this taxista?

This conversation happens again and again, and every driver is slightly different. Maybe he is

an old man, a fat man, a skinny soccer fanatic, a Panamanian with a mustache and mullet who

swears every other word. Maybe he ashes a cigarette out the window, or he touches a dangling

rosary at every intersection. Whoever he is—and it is always an hombre, never a mujer—I get

this question, and I have to think, How did I get here? Where do I start?Every Gringo has a

story, and que mae, most of our stories are long and convoluted. Maybe we fell in love with

some beach town. Maybe we came for a month of soul-searching and never left. A girlfriend

brought us, or a real estate deal. We work for an online gambling outfit, or we started a yoga

studio. We came here as students, some years ago, but we returned to really live, this time.

Maybe we married a Tico. Or we love to surf, dude. Or we’re running from the law. Or—it’s

upsettingly common—we just showed up, flipped through a Spanish phrasebook, and blew all

our money on booze, complaining to anyone who would listen about how hard it is to find a

job.You hear a lot of those stories. But none of those people are me. ¿Entonces, por qué?How

do I explain a random visit to a Mexican restaurant with my girlfriend Kylan? This place called

Gran Agave, back in Pittsburgh, where we lived for so many years. We went inside, where the



air was cool and a smiling host offered us a wooden booth. We sat by the window, perused the

menus, and talked excitedly over glasses of Coca-Cola. When we ordered, the waiter smiled

warmly, bowed his head, touched his heart, and disappeared to the kitchen.“I just love Latin

culture,” Kylan said. “It’s so warm and hospitable.”“I didn’t realize you liked it so much,” I

admitted. I knew that Kylan had spent some time in Cuba, where her Quaker private school

performed volunteer work. I also knew that she had once spoken conversational Spanish. But I

had never appreciated her passion for Latin America. She looked dreamy now, gazing at the

pastel-colored décor of Gran Agave. Even our free basket of tortilla chips and salsa tasted like

sunshine.“Would you ever live down there?”“Sure,” she said.“I’ve always wanted to live abroad,”

I said.“Where would you want to live?”“Costa Rica.”“Really? Why?”I recited my list of long-

rehearsed reasons: tropical weather, stable government, expansive national parks, no military,

famously happy people—and that golden reputation, gushed about by every hippie and

backpacker I’d met since the late 1990s. Costa Rica was a special place, they said, a mecca

for forward thinking, pure living, carefree times, communing with nature, drinking organic coffee

with people who really appreciated life.“Have you ever been there?” Kylan asked. She knew I’d

traveled a lot, but my past itineraries were hard to keep straight, even for someone I’d dated for

five years.“No.”“We should go,” she said.“Yeah, we should.” That conversation seems long ago,

on this drizzly night in San José. The taxista pauses at the highway, and then we careen left,

past La Sabana Park, where glistening trees envelop the lawns in darkness. I think of our first

trip to San José. Arriving in Costa Rica was a blur of passport control and yowling cabbies. We

had no idea what to expect. We took a bus downtown, and we spent nearly two hours trying to

find our hotel. There were no street signs or numbers. The tangled lanes were filled with trash

and barbed wire. We asked people on the sidewalk where to go, but they only looked both

ways down the street, as if they had lost their bearings, too.When we finally found the hotel, the

room was small and the beds were full of little black bugs. When night fell—at 5 p.m.—the grim

streets terrified us, and we decided to drink cans of beer in the safety of our room.When we

emerged the next morning, we took a walk through an urban park. The teenagers were rowdy

and pretended to fistfight each other. A ruddy man approached. He wore a dirty T-shirt and his

black hair was combed over greasily.“English?” he said.“Uh, yes?”He showed us a fist full of

highlighters.“I am selling these to people to make money,” the man said. He swayed slightly, as

if dizzy or distracted. “I am HIV-positive, and I want to eat something, and this is the way I make

money on the street…”We gave him some coins and walked hurriedly away.Costa Rica was

not love at first sight. But then we took a bus to the town of La Fortuna. The inner city melted

away, and the foothills emerged, rolling playfully beneath billowy clouds.As the suburbs faded

into fields and forest, and the bus climbed into rolling countryside, Costa Rica emerged as an

actual country. The open windows admitted streams of fresh air. The seats vibrated beneath

us, as if echoing our anxious excitement. The complex landscape scrolled past the dust-matted

windows—blankets of greenery accentuated by the rainy season. Clusters of houses were like

plaster dots connected by a narrow line of road.In La Fortuna, we did what tourists were

supposed to do in Costa Rica: We zip-lined in the rainforest. We hiked into a ravine, where we

discovered a waterfall and splashed in its rippling pool, even as a thunderstorm swirled above

and droplets dribbled through the foliage. We rode a motorboat across Lake Arenal and arrived

in the cloud forests of Santa Elena, where strips of fog elegantly draped the mountains, and

multicolored hammocks called to us. We joined a night hike in the jungle, where our guide

shone his flashlight on tree frogs and poisonous snakes and cyanide-filled millipedes.This was

how Costa Rica won us over. We stopped into a soda for lunch and ate our first casado—that

perfect mix of rice, beans, salad, and filet of fish—and we pictured ourselves eating this meal



every day, drinking a cup of fresh mango juice whenever we wanted. The image stuck with us.

We flew away with a mission in mind: We would live in Costa Rica, one way or another.When

we returned to the United States, we started to hatch our plot. We spent a full year preparing,

and then we unloaded everything we owned. We sold our house. We sold Kylan’s car. We sold

our iMac and wraparound couch. We even sold our clothes and silverware, and whatever we

couldn’t sell, we gave away. Friends inherited paintings and textbooks and global

knickknacks.Then we celebrated: For a solid month, Pittsburghers threw us farewell parties. We

drank and hugged and promised to Skype each other. We vowed to visit as soon as we could.

We promised a spot on our future sofa to whomever cared to visit us in Central America.

Finally we drove away from our beloved Steel City, and that was that. “How long have you

worked as a taxi driver?” I ask.“Fifteen years,” says the driver quickly, because every taxista

knows exactly how long he’s been driving.“How do you like it?”“I like it,” he says, but he’s

tentative. “I meet people from around the world. Many interesting people. But sometimes it’s

dangerous, especially at night.” Then I hear a story about a passenger in Desamparados who

threatened him with a machete. Or a thug threw a rock at his windshield, or some woman who

refused to pay for a long ride. There’s always a grim tale, and after reliving past trauma, he’s

eager to change the subject.“What do you do for work?” the taxista asks.“I’m a journalist,” I say.

“I write for the English-language newspaper.”“¡Qué bonito!” the taxista says. He has heard of

The Tico Times, because many Costa Ricans used to read the newspaper religiously, back

when it was published on actual paper. Ever since the paper became an online publication,

fewer Ticos realize it still exists. But they have fond memories of the old days, when the paper

was still stacked at newsstands. The driver seems relieved to know that it perseveres in digital

form. “What do you write about?”“Arts, culture, travel,” I say. “Interesting people. Stuff like

that.”Now the driver reevaluates me, because I seem to be a different kind of Gringo—

someone who lives here, speaks conversational Spanish, and works for a local company. I am

not a pushy backpacker trying to score pot. I’m not the retiree who shouts an address and sits

back in silence. Indeed, the taxista seems pleased to have a writer in his cab.“My name is

Miguel,” he says, and he extends a hand behind his back, so I can shake it.“Robert,” I

say.“Mucho gusto.”And now we are no longer strangers. As if on cue, Miguel says, “You speak

Spanish very well.”“Thank you,” I say, knowing that “well” is a relative term, but I’m always

delighted to bumble through a conversation in my fifth half-learned language, making decent

small talk in the safety of a taxicab. This guy has no idea what an uphill battle Spanish has

been for me, but poco a poco is the rule in Costa Rica. People forgive my bad conjugations, my

odd word choice, my complete misuse of the subjunctive. Sometimes I hold great

conversations, talking for hours about all kinds of things. Other times, I just blink and grimace,

because I have no idea what people are saying to me.“Do you speak any English?” I ask.“A

leetle beet,” Miguel says in English, pinching his fingers.And we both laugh. As the cab climbs

the highway, and we take an exit that curves toward Escazú, Miguel asks: “What do you like

about Costa Rica?”Where to begin? I could tell him how much I love the hills and valleys, the

dense rainforest and sprawling beaches, the toucans and ceviche by the sea. I could wax

poetic about the beauty of Tica girls, the taste of agua de pipa after a roadside vendor cracks

open a coconut shell with her machete.But the truth is, those are the passing affections of a

tourist. You can relish a Pacific sunset over Tamarindo on your first day in Costa Rica and

rappel down a canyon the next morning. That’s the stuff that won us over. But Kylan and I live

here now, and it takes a lot of work to love Costa Rica on its own terms. The “authentic culture”

that everyone seeks requires some digging, and I don’t mean a two-hour visit to the Jade

Museum. Ticos are polite and accommodating, but they are a private people. Breaking the ice



with a new Costa Rican friend always feels like a victory. The country is subtle and hard to

figure out. Everybody says pura vida, but I could spend a lifetime figuring out what it really

means.In that moment, I remember that the Tourism Ministry doesn’t call this time of year “the

rainy season,” but rather “the green season.” It’s their upbeat way of looking at the torrential

downpours.I like this perspective. It’s much like my life here. Costa Rica can be hard—soggy,

bureaucratic, bad roads, long nights—but the challenges are invigorating. I’ve heard it many

times, many ways: When the rain falls hardest, the country is most alive.What I love about

Costa Rica—and disdain, and gawk at, and find hilarious—can’t be summarized in a few

sentences. So I just say, “Muchas cosas,” and then I point outside and add, “Aquí, por fa’.”

Miguel pulls to the curb of my darkened street. When I hand Miguel a little too much cash and

insist, “No cambio,” he thanks me and drives off, never realizing how badly I have wanted to

know his land and people, how thoroughly it has already affected me. To even scratch the

surface, I would need an entire book of impressions and anecdotes, essays and articles,

conversations and mistakes and triumphs.Miguel may never read that book. But for you, here it

is. El Barrio Our Apartment: A Field Guide Species Felis catusWe brought our cats to

Costa Rica. None of our friends could believe it. “You’re bringing your cats?” they asked.But we

couldn’t leave them behind. Oscar and Felix are like our children. Oh, we could sell the car,

donate our wardrobes, switch off our iPhones indefinitely, but we couldn’t abandon our cats. So

we made the special visit to the veterinarian in Doylestown. We asked for the special

paperwork. We ordered the special cat-carriers that the airline had approved. We paid the extra

fares when we bought our tickets. We stuffed Oscar and Felix into their little compartments and

Kylan’s mother drove us to the airport. The cats mewled for a while as we merged onto the

highway, then gradually they got quiet.At the security checkpoint, I had to remove Felix from

the carrier and present her to a TSA officer. I carried her in my arms through the metal

detector, and then another TSA officer had to pat her down—presumably to check for the

bomb she might be stashing in her fur. Felix is skittish anyway, and the busy airport, with its

shouting security guards and constant motion, made her shiver with terror. Felix dug her claws

into my shirt and buried her face in my shoulder. But then it was over: I zipped her back into the

carrier, and we boarded the plane. We stuck both carriers under our seats, as instructed, and

both cats were silent the entire flight to San José.“I can’t believe how good they’re being,” Kylan

whispered to me, somewhere over the dark Caribbean.“It’s insane,” I concurred.“Soon they’ll be

jungle cats,” said Kylan.This had been our longstanding joke—Oscar and Felix would become

“jungle cats.” They would run freely in the Central American wilderness, befriending animals

and lazing in the tropical sun. “They’re going to chase geckos!” we exclaimed. We pictured

them playing benevolently with lizards in our adobe villa. This was a fantasy, of course. Our

cats had rarely left the house, much less wandered around outside. But it painted a pleasant

picture of our new life.When we arrived at Juan Santamaría Airport, long after dark, we passed

through Immigration without so much as a raised eyebrow. Kylan insisted on showing a security

guard our special paperwork, but he only nodded at it, confused. The guard then leaned into

Oscar’s carrier, smiled broadly, and said, “¡Hola, gatito!” Family FormicidaeOur first apartment

was small and strange, and we knew we couldn’t stay there long. Kylan’s colleague, a retired

expatriate named Harry, had offered to rent the studio to us, and we were grateful for

somewhere to land. The rent was cheap and the place was pre-furnished. I could theoretically

hop on a bus and arrive at my office in about 45 minutes. Perfect.But the moment we arrived,

late at night, we started to draft an exit plan. The wooden floors were so ragged that we could

see light between the floorboards. The kitchen appliances were miniature, like Fischer-Price

toys, and the mini-fridge was mounted atop a rickety wood platform. The kitchen table was



small and stuck in the corner, and the front balcony was only large enough to store bags of

trash. The mattress was so rigid that I considered sleeping on the floor. The second bedroom

was basically empty, except for a freestanding coat hanger, so we stuck the cats’ litter box in

the corner.We couldn’t complain, though. Harry had spared us expensive weeks in a hotel, and

he had asked for nothing in return. The average Tico earns $10,000 per year, and such living

conditions are typical. The apartment was perfectly functional for the short term.Then one

morning, as I boiled water in a frying pan to make instant coffee, Kylan yelped.“What’s wrong?”

I said.“Ants!” she cried, pointing to the table.The ants were microscopic. They were barely

visible, much less harmful. But there were hundreds of them, marching in a fluid caravan. The

queue of ants poured out of a crease in the wallpaper, corkscrewed across the wall, crossed

the floor, flowed up a steel table leg, and finally pooled in a coffee mug—the same mug I had

intended to use.From then on, Kylan stuck any open bag or box in the refrigerator. Kylan has

always been a fastidious cleaner, but the ants made her even more compulsive: She wiped

down every surface multiple times a day. She sprayed and scrubbed and mopped. Normally her

cleanliness struck me as obsessive, but I couldn’t argue with the evidence: A single drip of

marinara sauce on the counter could attract legions of bugs. The ants drizzled out of the

windowsill and teemed atop the tiniest crumb.“Did you eat a piece of bread last night?” Kylan

demanded. Or: “Did you wash that spoon yet?”I am a sloppy and thoughtless eater, and Kylan’s

hatred for the ants caused constant stress. When we finally bought a saucepot, I had to stir

slowly, lest a single granule of rice or droplet of soup fall between the stove and the sink,

arousing biblical pestilence.After only five days, we started scouring Craigslist for a new place

to live. Order Araneae

“Sure,” she said.“I’ve always wanted to live abroad,” I said.“Where would you want to

live?”“Costa Rica.”“Really? Why?”I recited my list of long-rehearsed reasons: tropical weather,

stable government, expansive national parks, no military, famously happy people—and that

golden reputation, gushed about by every hippie and backpacker I’d met since the late 1990s.

Costa Rica was a special place, they said, a mecca for forward thinking, pure living, carefree

times, communing with nature, drinking organic coffee with people who really appreciated

life.“Have you ever been there?” Kylan asked. She knew I’d traveled a lot, but my past

itineraries were hard to keep straight, even for someone I’d dated for five years.“No.”“We should

go,” she said.“Yeah, we should.” That conversation seems long ago, on this drizzly night in San

José. The taxista pauses at the highway, and then we careen left, past La Sabana Park, where

glistening trees envelop the lawns in darkness. I think of our first trip to San José. Arriving in

Costa Rica was a blur of passport control and yowling cabbies. We had no idea what to expect.

We took a bus downtown, and we spent nearly two hours trying to find our hotel. There were

no street signs or numbers. The tangled lanes were filled with trash and barbed wire. We asked

people on the sidewalk where to go, but they only looked both ways down the street, as if they

had lost their bearings, too.When we finally found the hotel, the room was small and the beds

were full of little black bugs. When night fell—at 5 p.m.—the grim streets terrified us, and we

decided to drink cans of beer in the safety of our room.When we emerged the next morning,

we took a walk through an urban park. The teenagers were rowdy and pretended to fistfight

each other. A ruddy man approached. He wore a dirty T-shirt and his black hair was combed

over greasily.“English?” he said.“Uh, yes?”He showed us a fist full of highlighters.“I am selling

these to people to make money,” the man said. He swayed slightly, as if dizzy or distracted. “I

am HIV-positive, and I want to eat something, and this is the way I make money on the

street…”We gave him some coins and walked hurriedly away.Costa Rica was not love at first



sight. But then we took a bus to the town of La Fortuna. The inner city melted away, and the

foothills emerged, rolling playfully beneath billowy clouds.As the suburbs faded into fields and

forest, and the bus climbed into rolling countryside, Costa Rica emerged as an actual country.

The open windows admitted streams of fresh air. The seats vibrated beneath us, as if echoing

our anxious excitement. The complex landscape scrolled past the dust-matted windows—

blankets of greenery accentuated by the rainy season. Clusters of houses were like plaster

dots connected by a narrow line of road.In La Fortuna, we did what tourists were supposed to

do in Costa Rica: We zip-lined in the rainforest. We hiked into a ravine, where we discovered a

waterfall and splashed in its rippling pool, even as a thunderstorm swirled above and droplets

dribbled through the foliage. We rode a motorboat across Lake Arenal and arrived in the cloud

forests of Santa Elena, where strips of fog elegantly draped the mountains, and multicolored

hammocks called to us. We joined a night hike in the jungle, where our guide shone his

flashlight on tree frogs and poisonous snakes and cyanide-filled millipedes.This was how Costa

Rica won us over. We stopped into a soda for lunch and ate our first casado—that perfect mix

of rice, beans, salad, and filet of fish—and we pictured ourselves eating this meal every day,

drinking a cup of fresh mango juice whenever we wanted. The image stuck with us. We flew

away with a mission in mind: We would live in Costa Rica, one way or another.When we

returned to the United States, we started to hatch our plot. We spent a full year preparing, and

then we unloaded everything we owned. We sold our house. We sold Kylan’s car. We sold our

iMac and wraparound couch. We even sold our clothes and silverware, and whatever we

couldn’t sell, we gave away. Friends inherited paintings and textbooks and global

knickknacks.Then we celebrated: For a solid month, Pittsburghers threw us farewell parties. We

drank and hugged and promised to Skype each other. We vowed to visit as soon as we could.

We promised a spot on our future sofa to whomever cared to visit us in Central America.

Finally we drove away from our beloved Steel City, and that was that. “How long have you

worked as a taxi driver?” I ask.“Fifteen years,” says the driver quickly, because every taxista

knows exactly how long he’s been driving.“How do you like it?”“I like it,” he says, but he’s

tentative. “I meet people from around the world. Many interesting people. But sometimes it’s

dangerous, especially at night.” Then I hear a story about a passenger in Desamparados who

threatened him with a machete. Or a thug threw a rock at his windshield, or some woman who

refused to pay for a long ride. There’s always a grim tale, and after reliving past trauma, he’s

eager to change the subject.“What do you do for work?” the taxista asks.“I’m a journalist,” I say.

“I write for the English-language newspaper.”“¡Qué bonito!” the taxista says. He has heard of

The Tico Times, because many Costa Ricans used to read the newspaper religiously, back

when it was published on actual paper. Ever since the paper became an online publication,

fewer Ticos realize it still exists. But they have fond memories of the old days, when the paper

was still stacked at newsstands. The driver seems relieved to know that it perseveres in digital

form. “What do you write about?”“Arts, culture, travel,” I say. “Interesting people. Stuff like

that.”Now the driver reevaluates me, because I seem to be a different kind of Gringo—

someone who lives here, speaks conversational Spanish, and works for a local company. I am

not a pushy backpacker trying to score pot. I’m not the retiree who shouts an address and sits

back in silence. Indeed, the taxista seems pleased to have a writer in his cab.“My name is

Miguel,” he says, and he extends a hand behind his back, so I can shake it.“Robert,” I

say.“Mucho gusto.”And now we are no longer strangers. As if on cue, Miguel says, “You speak

Spanish very well.”“Thank you,” I say, knowing that “well” is a relative term, but I’m always

delighted to bumble through a conversation in my fifth half-learned language, making decent

small talk in the safety of a taxicab. This guy has no idea what an uphill battle Spanish has



been for me, but poco a poco is the rule in Costa Rica. People forgive my bad conjugations, my

odd word choice, my complete misuse of the subjunctive. Sometimes I hold great

conversations, talking for hours about all kinds of things. Other times, I just blink and grimace,

because I have no idea what people are saying to me.“Do you speak any English?” I ask.“A

leetle beet,” Miguel says in English, pinching his fingers.And we both laugh. As the cab climbs

the highway, and we take an exit that curves toward Escazú, Miguel asks: “What do you like

about Costa Rica?”Where to begin? I could tell him how much I love the hills and valleys, the

dense rainforest and sprawling beaches, the toucans and ceviche by the sea. I could wax

poetic about the beauty of Tica girls, the taste of agua de pipa after a roadside vendor cracks

open a coconut shell with her machete.But the truth is, those are the passing affections of a

tourist. You can relish a Pacific sunset over Tamarindo on your first day in Costa Rica and

rappel down a canyon the next morning. That’s the stuff that won us over. But Kylan and I live

here now, and it takes a lot of work to love Costa Rica on its own terms. The “authentic culture”

that everyone seeks requires some digging, and I don’t mean a two-hour visit to the Jade

Museum. Ticos are polite and accommodating, but they are a private people. Breaking the ice

with a new Costa Rican friend always feels like a victory. The country is subtle and hard to

figure out. Everybody says pura vida, but I could spend a lifetime figuring out what it really

means.In that moment, I remember that the Tourism Ministry doesn’t call this time of year “the

rainy season,” but rather “the green season.” It’s their upbeat way of looking at the torrential

downpours.I like this perspective. It’s much like my life here. Costa Rica can be hard—soggy,

bureaucratic, bad roads, long nights—but the challenges are invigorating. I’ve heard it many

times, many ways: When the rain falls hardest, the country is most alive.What I love about

Costa Rica—and disdain, and gawk at, and find hilarious—can’t be summarized in a few

sentences. So I just say, “Muchas cosas,” and then I point outside and add, “Aquí, por fa’.”

Miguel pulls to the curb of my darkened street. When I hand Miguel a little too much cash and

insist, “No cambio,” he thanks me and drives off, never realizing how badly I have wanted to

know his land and people, how thoroughly it has already affected me. To even scratch the

surface, I would need an entire book of impressions and anecdotes, essays and articles,

conversations and mistakes and triumphs.Miguel may never read that book. But for you, here it

is. El Barrio Our Apartment: A Field Guide Species Felis catusWe brought our cats to

Costa Rica. None of our friends could believe it. “You’re bringing your cats?” they asked.But we

couldn’t leave them behind. Oscar and Felix are like our children. Oh, we could sell the car,

donate our wardrobes, switch off our iPhones indefinitely, but we couldn’t abandon our cats. So

we made the special visit to the veterinarian in Doylestown. We asked for the special

paperwork. We ordered the special cat-carriers that the airline had approved. We paid the extra

fares when we bought our tickets. We stuffed Oscar and Felix into their little compartments and

Kylan’s mother drove us to the airport. The cats mewled for a while as we merged onto the

highway, then gradually they got quiet.At the security checkpoint, I had to remove Felix from

the carrier and present her to a TSA officer. I carried her in my arms through the metal

detector, and then another TSA officer had to pat her down—presumably to check for the

bomb she might be stashing in her fur. Felix is skittish anyway, and the busy airport, with its

shouting security guards and constant motion, made her shiver with terror. Felix dug her claws

into my shirt and buried her face in my shoulder. But then it was over: I zipped her back into the

carrier, and we boarded the plane. We stuck both carriers under our seats, as instructed, and

both cats were silent the entire flight to San José.“I can’t believe how good they’re being,” Kylan

whispered to me, somewhere over the dark Caribbean.“It’s insane,” I concurred.“Soon they’ll be

jungle cats,” said Kylan.This had been our longstanding joke—Oscar and Felix would become



“jungle cats.” They would run freely in the Central American wilderness, befriending animals

and lazing in the tropical sun. “They’re going to chase geckos!” we exclaimed. We pictured

them playing benevolently with lizards in our adobe villa. This was a fantasy, of course. Our

cats had rarely left the house, much less wandered around outside. But it painted a pleasant

picture of our new life.When we arrived at Juan Santamaría Airport, long after dark, we passed

through Immigration without so much as a raised eyebrow. Kylan insisted on showing a security

guard our special paperwork, but he only nodded at it, confused. The guard then leaned into

Oscar’s carrier, smiled broadly, and said, “¡Hola, gatito!” Family FormicidaeOur first apartment

was small and strange, and we knew we couldn’t stay there long. Kylan’s colleague, a retired

expatriate named Harry, had offered to rent the studio to us, and we were grateful for

somewhere to land. The rent was cheap and the place was pre-furnished. I could theoretically

hop on a bus and arrive at my office in about 45 minutes. Perfect.But the moment we arrived,

late at night, we started to draft an exit plan. The wooden floors were so ragged that we could

see light between the floorboards. The kitchen appliances were miniature, like Fischer-Price

toys, and the mini-fridge was mounted atop a rickety wood platform. The kitchen table was

small and stuck in the corner, and the front balcony was only large enough to store bags of

trash. The mattress was so rigid that I considered sleeping on the floor. The second bedroom

was basically empty, except for a freestanding coat hanger, so we stuck the cats’ litter box in

the corner.We couldn’t complain, though. Harry had spared us expensive weeks in a hotel, and

he had asked for nothing in return. The average Tico earns $10,000 per year, and such living

conditions are typical. The apartment was perfectly functional for the short term.Then one

morning, as I boiled water in a frying pan to make instant coffee, Kylan yelped.“What’s wrong?”

I said.“Ants!” she cried, pointing to the table.The ants were microscopic. They were barely

visible, much less harmful. But there were hundreds of them, marching in a fluid caravan. The

queue of ants poured out of a crease in the wallpaper, corkscrewed across the wall, crossed

the floor, flowed up a steel table leg, and finally pooled in a coffee mug—the same mug I had

intended to use.From then on, Kylan stuck any open bag or box in the refrigerator. Kylan has

always been a fastidious cleaner, but the ants made her even more compulsive: She wiped

down every surface multiple times a day. She sprayed and scrubbed and mopped. Normally her

cleanliness struck me as obsessive, but I couldn’t argue with the evidence: A single drip of

marinara sauce on the counter could attract legions of bugs. The ants drizzled out of the

windowsill and teemed atop the tiniest crumb.“Did you eat a piece of bread last night?” Kylan

demanded. Or: “Did you wash that spoon yet?”I am a sloppy and thoughtless eater, and Kylan’s

hatred for the ants caused constant stress. When we finally bought a saucepot, I had to stir

slowly, lest a single granule of rice or droplet of soup fall between the stove and the sink,

arousing biblical pestilence.After only five days, we started scouring Craigslist for a new place

to live. Order AraneaeThe real estate agent’s name was Adriana, and the moment we met her

on a back street in Escazú, we knew we liked her.“This apartment just went on the market,” she

said in perfect English. “You’re the first people to see it.”She unlocked the iron gate and guided

us across a short driveway and through the front door. When it swung open and we saw the

spacious kitchen inside, I exclaimed, “Can we just tell you yes, we’ll take it?”Adriana chuckled

uncomfortably. She was a sweet young woman who had recently studied in Colorado, but she

still didn’t know how to handle my raging Gringo enthusiasm. “Why don’t we see the rest of the

apartment first?” she suggested.“Right, yes, of course!” I said breathlessly, and we followed her

into the living room.The apartment was beautiful, with its wooden sideboard, slatted closet

doors, high ceilings, and three modest skylights. The furniture was tastefully chosen and

actually matched. The cream-colored walls begged for artful décor. It was more than we could



have hoped for, especially in the first month of our Costa Rican life.“And here is the back patio,”

said Adriana as she unlocked a glass door and ushered us outside.The space was small but

splendid. A plastic table sat beneath a glass roof, and an uncovered section of the patio was

ringed with exotic plants. It was perfect for lounging, hanging laundry, setting out cat litter—“I

am curious about the spiders,” I said.“Spiders?” said Adriana. She turned around and paused.

“Huh, I guess I hadn’t noticed those before.”What Adriana hadn’t noticed were a dozen

arachnids hanging motionless in the air. Their webs crisscrossed the patio, and each creature

was suspended at eye-level. Their black bodies were the size of dimes and speckled with color,

and their legs splayed several inches in every direction. They looked mechanical and

streamlined; their legs were as thick and sturdy as hairpins. They were the largest and most

fearsome-looking spiders I had ever seen in real life.Still, we took the apartment. We moved all

our belongings the very next day. We were elated, of course, to live on a quiet street full of

comfortable modern houses. We appreciated the guard post at the front of the urbanización,

the pre-installed WiFi and cable TV, the hot-water shower and generous spare room. These

are luxuries many Ticos do not enjoy. But we were wary of the back patio. We didn’t even

discuss it. For weeks, we avoided that space as we silently debated what to do about the

spiders.Finally we caved.“You want to just spray them?” Kylan suggested.“I’m okay with that if

you are,” I said.I have been severely arachnophobic my entire life. The thought of cohabitating

with spiders gave me constant nightmares. If we bought one can of Raid and sprayed them

discreetly, surely that would solve all our problems. And what if they were venomous? Weren’t

we just protecting ourselves from danger?We sprayed one afternoon, and one by one the

spiders struggled and writhed. Each spider descended a long silken string until it reached the

ground, its long legs clawing at the air until it finally stopped moving. The murders were sad

and horrible, and I acknowledged that the spiders had done nothing wrong. If anything, they ate

other insects. But when the spiders had finally expired, and we wrecked their webs with a

broom, we felt better. They could live anywhere they liked, we decided. Just not in our

patio. Class AvesWe rarely saw birds, but we could hear them: Unlike the songbirds we knew

from Pennsylvania summers, these birds squawked and chattered all morning long. We woke

to hear them in neighbors’ trees. They hopped over our skylights and pecked at the metal roof.

Sometimes I thought I heard a bird hit our roof, but later we realized it was the sound of a

mango falling off an overhanging branch, which I suppose explained the rolling sound. Order

BlattodeaKylan screamed and jumped away from the bathroom. I spotted the cockroach and

cried out in alarm. The thing was enormous, larger than any cockroach I had ever seen. It

scampered across the tile, trying to reach the sideboard and disappear behind its shelves. I

grabbed a shoe and slammed it down. The cockroach’s body exploded, shooting pale guts in

all directions. The exoskeleton was shattered, but its legs continued to wiggle in a frantic

attempt to live.The roaches came in all sizes. They dwelt in our cabinets and skulked among

our toiletries. They appeared at random times, traveling the floors like commuters off to work.

We chased them, crushed them, and dumped them in the street. Most were big; some were

enormous. I hadn’t seen a cockroach in years, not since my dorm room days, and now they

were everywhere.“I’m sorry,” said Kylan. “We have to get an exterminator. I can’t live like

this.”But after our Raid experiment, we couldn’t stomach more chemicals, so Kylan tracked

down a “green” pest-control service.The exterminator arrived on a moped. He was a convivial

middle-aged man, and he carried all his gear with him, precariously balanced on his two-

wheeled vehicle. He sprayed down the apartment with a concoction made of cottonseed oil.

The whole process took only a matter of minutes. He gave Kylan an unexpected discount,

smiled warmly, hopped on his moped, and rode away.For the next few hours, a dozen roaches



emerged from their hiding places to die operatically on the kitchen floor. Their bodies seemed

to break open, and their innards dissolved into slimy pools. Kylan was horrified, but she also

relished watching them expire.“I had no idea there were so many of them,” Kylan told me when

I got home from work. “And it’s guaranteed for six months!” Order IsopteraWe never saw the

termites, and to this day I’m not sure what a termite looks like. But we could see the piles of

dust beneath our coffee table. It looked like the floor of a carpenter’s shop, the little beige

mound patiently built up over the course of days. We saw similar evidence along the wooden

trim in the living room. Something was clearly eating the walls, but we had no idea how to stop

them. We shrugged it off. The place was a rental. We had bigger insects to fry.
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Joe Baur, “Beyond the portrait of tourism. I had the good fortune of meeting Robert early on in

my own Costa Rican travels. After exchanging a few texts, we met (appropriately enough) at

San José's international book fair. That year's honored guests? American authors.We shared

our mutual surprise at the lack of solid English literature on Costa Rica, traveling Costa Rica,

or perhaps living in Costa Rica. Even a book that simply went beyond the tropes of Costa Rica

serving as some sort of retirement Utopia would be nice, I thought.I was thrilled to see The

Tico Times moving forward with this project months later after our initial meeting in San José,

and can honestly report back that "The Green Season" is a thoroughly enjoyable, quick read

that goes beyond the tourist destinations (though they are there), and delivers insight into

Costa Rica the country, its people, and life abroad as an expatriate. Robert and I only met on a

couple of occasions, so suffice it to say that I write this glowing review out of my own volition,

not out of some sort of friendly obligation.If you're planning to move to Costa Rica, visit Costa

Rica, or simply have an interest in a corner of the globe that the English literary world has paid

little attention to, I highly recommend picking up a copy of "The Green Season."”

Jenny C, “Insightful, interesting, and easy to read. This book was recommended to me

because I'm writing a book about Greece, and someone thought that Isenberg's book would be

a great place to gain inspiration. And she was right! I loved this book. I knew little about Costa

Rican culture before reading, so I feel as if I learned a lot within the setting of distinct

narratives. I love how the author has immersed himself and shows an appreciation for, as well

as an outsider's perspective of, this place. His love for a country that isn't his own really

resonated with me. I definitely recommend for anyone interested in Costa Rica, travel writing,

or simply escaping into someone else's international experiences!”

http://www.neutronbyte.com/api/Wa18oYTP/e/Eamo/OPMw/jeQmp/The-Green-Season-Robert-Isenberg


Brenda, “Fun read. I too am lucky to live in Costa Rica. Pure Vida is a lifestyle that Robert

Isenberg so vividly share in this book.”

Nick85NY, “Worth your time. A charming travelogue, you will feel a part of the family as Robert

and his wife experience Costa Rica in a way most gringos never would. Some of the historical

observations may be unique to this book in English or any language. Truly a pleasure to read

and a small treasure in a vast sea of reading options.”

Hildie, “Well written, interesting stories. Costa Rica is no .... Well written, interesting stories.

Costa Rica is no paradise, as everyone who has been there knows - no country is... Robert

Isenberg takes the mystery out of some baffling experiences we had.”

Donna Jett, “A must read if you're heading to Costa Rica. .... A must read if you're heading to

Costa Rica. I wish I had read it before we went but I didn't know it existed then. Our AirBnb

had it on their bookcase and I zipped through it while we were staying there. Then I bought a

copy when we returned so I could go back and read it and remind myself of the all things we

experienced that are unique to Costa Rica.”

Paulette, “Five Stars. Very informational book about Costa Rica”

Adam Mathewson, “this book will affect the way you see the greatest third world country in the

world. Having bought and read a copy of Mr. Isenberg’s book, I have had many psychological

and emotional reactions. The book, upon approach, is very light-hearted and intimate, since

the book is a collection of personal accounts of his time as a writer for the Tico Times, with his

wife as his companion and enabler. Upon reading there are clearly two general demographics

that would benefit greatly from reading this book. The first is the group of people that are

thinking of Costa Rica either as a vacation spot or destination for relocation. This book gives an

intimately personal account of what will actually happen to a gringo assimilating into “tico-

hood.” Mr. Isenberg ascends, subconsciously, from being a foreigner and a glorified tourist, to

actually becoming a “tico”, and the reader is pulled along in his journey. The second group,

myself included, includes the people who have visited Costa Rica before in a very non-

traditional way (as far as white tourists go). I visited Costa Rica for the first time with the

National Zoo and Moscow Zoo in an effort to boost the Moscow Zoo’s herpetology exhibit

about nine years ago. Upon reading Mr. Isenberg’s book, I found myself walked back through

very positive and negative memories of the hidden oasis of culture that is Costa Rica. No

matter which group you find yourself in, this book will affect the way you see the greatest third

world country in the world. If you are thinking about Costa Rica, whether forward or backward,

let this book be your guide. Pura Vida.”

The book by Robert Isenberg has a rating of  5 out of 4.9. 12 people have provided feedback.
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